This article shows how Newton's iterative methods for finding root of a polynomial equation can be used to create fractals in spreadsheets. Newton's method has served as one of the most fruitful paradigms in the development of complex iteration theory. The process of iteration is impossible to carry out by hand but extremely easy to carry out with a computer. By doing such experiments students get a feeling that they have the power to explore the uncharted wilderness of the dynamics of Newton's method. It gives mathematics an experimental component. It also illustrates a symbiotic relationship between technology and mathematics [1] . Technology can be used to develop our intuition, and mathematics is used to prove that our intuition is correct. The article explores Innovative use of Microsoft Excel's What-if Analysis tool to do automation of repeated computation. The method employed can also be used for Neural Network training and data clustering [9] in Excel. A wide variety of fractals can be created by using different polynomial equations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
INTRODUCTION
In mathematics one come across systems of equations quite frequently. Unfortunately, many of them cannot be solved by algebraic manipulation. one therefore need to find a way to solve the equations numerically, in the hope of gaining as much accuracy as possible. There is a simple technique in elementary calculus known as Newton's method. Newton's method is a method for iteratively approximating the root of an equation ( ) 0 fx using first derivative alone. In other words, we want to find a value * x such that * ( ) 0 fx  . One may proceed by giving an "educated" guess and then refining the guess over and over again. If the function is quite simple, one may be able to do some algebra to find a root x exactly. For instance, if () fx is a quadratic polynomial, he or she can use the quadratic formula. If () fx is a polynomial of degree 3 or 4, there are messier formulas which work as well. But if () fx is a higher degree polynomial or an even more complicated function, there is no analog to the quadratic formula, i.e. there is no systematic process to algebraically determine the roots exactly. One has to approximate, and Newton's method is just one way of doing this.
Consider the graph showing x versus () fx. We need to find x for which ( ) 0 fx . Or in other words, one need to find value of x at which the curve crosses x-axis. Let (1) If f(x) crosses x-axis several times, depending on the initial guess about the root, the algorithm converges on one of the roots (the point where curve crosses x-axis).
COMPLEX ROOTS OF A POLYNOMIAL EQUATION
The question arises as what is going to happen if one now allow x (and f(x)) to be complex numbers rather than just real numbers. So the domain of function is a complex plane. Can one get complex roots?. This question makes perfect sense since a polynomial of degree n has n roots, which is a "Fundamental Theorem of Algebra". It is also possible to define the derivative over complex numbers just as for real numbers, so formula (1) makes sense. It turns out that polynomials are all complexdifferentiable, and the complex-derivative is (surprise!) the same as the real-derivative. So formula (1) still holds, even though the geometry is much more complicated. (In part since x is now in some sense 2-dimensional and likewise f(x), so one need to think in 4 dimensions!) , zz which finally converge on one of the roots. It is usually difficult to tell to which root the algorithm will converge, given a starting point. We use a color to distinguish the set of all starting points which on iteration converge on a particular root. Number of sets in the plane is equal to the number of roots the polynomial has. It is found that the color-tagged-points are fractal in nature. Here we demonstrate an example of drawing Newton fractal for a polynomial of order three in excel. For the polynomial as One can 'grade' the color according to number of iteration taken to converge. So a dark red point indicates fast convergence to root corresponding to Red and light red indicate large number of iteration to converge. This reveals full dynamics of Newton method of iteration to a student. From figure 3 it can be easily inferred that there are certain regions in the complex domain where a slight change in the starting will lead to a different solution (a different root). The pattern is very intricate. Therefore this picture serves as a glimpse of behavior of complex dynamical systems whose evolution is described by iterative equations like Newton's iterative step.
A. Newton Fractal

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY IN EXCEL WITH THE USE OF WHAT-IF-ANALYSIS
One of the skills that a student must learn is innovative use of tools or concepts in problem solving. The methodology used in this article is one such innovation. Essentially it works as follows. For one value of x and y representing the complex number z 0 = x+iy, one show how computation is to be done and decide on which root the computation converges on. Thus initial point (1,1) used in newton iteration converged on (1,0) after 20 iteration. It converged on a root . Next we have to certain to which root (i.e., index of the root) it is converged or nearby.
Computation involved
Step 8:Precompute the value of 3 / 2 in cell Z2 for further use.
Enter the string 'root of 3 by 2' in cell Z1 and =sqrt(3)/2 in cell Z2.
Step 9: Enter the three root co-ordinates in cells AB2 to AB6 (See the figure below)
In cell AB1 enter string "x-roots" and in AC1 enter "yroots"
In cell AB2 type 1 andinAC2type 0. These values represent x-y coordinate of first root
In cell AB3 type-0. 5 and in AC3 type =Z2. These values represent x-y coordinate of second root
In cell AB4 type -0.5 and in AC4 type = -Z2. These values represent x-y coordinate of third root
Step 10: Computation of distance of the final iterated x-y value (point) obtained in cells V3 and V4 from the three roots In cell X3 enter string "dist-root1" and drag to X5
In cell Y3enter = ($V$3-AB2)^2+($V$4-AC2)^2 and drag till Y5
Step 11: Computing minimum of distances to the three roots Enter =min (Y3:Y5) in Y6
Step 12: Computing index of the root to which iterated value is near by Enter =if (Y6=Y3, 1 , if (Y6=Y4, 2,3) ) in Y7
This completes one iteration of newton method for one starting point. Y7 contains the index of the root to which finally iteration converged starting from a given point given in cells B3 and B4.
Fig: 5 Another Snapshot of excel sheet for Experimentation
Step13: Prepare Table for What-if Analysis In Cell B8 and C8 enter -2 and -1.9 respectively. Select these two cells and drag the formula till BN8
In Cell A9 and A10 enter -2 and -1.9 respectively. Select these two cell and drag till A73
In Cell A8 (the corner cell of the table) enter =Y7 (this corresponds to index of the converged root in the example iteration we have shown See step 12.)
Step 14: Use of What if Analysis for computing index of the roots to which algorithm converges for different combination of x-y coordinates given by the Data- Table. Select Cells A8:BN73 and go for what-If Analysis. Choose Rowinput cell as B3 and Column-input cell as B4. The output looks as shown in Fig.6 .
Step 15: Select the cells in tables starting from B9 and ending in BN73 and go for conditional formatting (available at the 'home' Tab in Excel-2010) and choose any one of the three color palette. A part of the excel sheet look like as shown in the Step: 17.Select Cells A8:BN73 and go for surface plot. From the plot remove unwanted objects like axis, grids and labels. Select the plot area, Right click the mouse and go for 3D rotation. For rotation about x axis as 15 degree, rotation about y-axis as 90 degree and perspective as 15 degree, the plot look as in Fig.9 Step: 18 Enjoy the picture for a while and go for making a fractal of size 1024 by 1024. The excel sheets and snapshots are available at cen.amritafoss.org
With Programming, one will be able to draw complex Newton fractals like the ones shown in Figure 12 by taking different polynomials and color schemes.
As pointed out in [1] , the investigations of fractal and chaos is a marvelous topic for secondary school and for the university. When asked our post graduate students in Engineering to implement all kinds of fractals first in spreadsheet and then in Matlab and it is found that many students went on exploring different kinds of fractal without any further input. Some students even went on to read the book -Indra's Pearls: The Vision of Felix Klein [8] which explore the beautiful connection between group theory and geometry.
The output of fractal implementation shows the need for discovery approach to learning and the incorporation of technology to learn certain types mathematics which otherwise is impossible. One such area is discrete dynamical systems with applications to modeling the weather, the central nervous systems, and the stock market.
One of the aims in teaching mathematics should indeed be to "give the young a feeling for the beauty and eloquence of mathematics and its profound relationship with the real world", and it is difficult to see how the mathematics teacher can ignore an aspect of mathematics that is accessible with quite elementary mathematical ideas: fractal and chaos. Fractals open the door to experimental mathematics-a new mathematics in which one need computer to explore the innumerable possibilities and it strengthen our intuition to create new mathematics.
